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Organization

- How many people do currently participate?
- Some people still have problem with the current slot
- Can we move the 90 min within 10-12?
- Hand out login – new passwords for all
- Wiki is configured: [https://i12r-studfilesrv.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/ddmlabws2014](https://i12r-studfilesrv.informatik.tu-muenchen.de/ddmlabws2014)
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Openstack

- Starting at: Getting the virtual Machines
- Openstack as management solution with Horizon interface
- Control the available resources
- Get familiar and start to create a bunch of virtual machines
- Access the virtual machines
Virtualization

- Kvm/Qemu
- libvirt
- networking
- most of this already preconfigured but basic understanding is important
Acess

- log into dataminer with X-forwarding (see wiki for details)
- log into Openstack